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November 14, 2012 
1. Spec 007300 1.14 E. requires one full time contractor safety engineer per construction work shift 

with no other duties assigned. Due to the size of the project can a safety engineer have other 
duties?  

Response: No.  Duties are only as stated in the Authority’s Construction Safety Manual 
which is an attachment to this RFP. 

2. Spec 260513 2.3 E. lists three types of 5KV splices, one being pre-molded cold shrink rubber. In 
paragraph G., for terminations, a pre-molded cold shrink type is not listed. Can this be added to 
the approved types? 

Response: Pre-molded cold shrink type splice is acceptable.  An addendum is 
forthcoming. 

3. Spec 260513 3.5 A. 3. requires glass cloth tape to be spiral wrapped around the arc proof tape. If 
you spiral wrap the glass cloth it will interfere with the foaming, intumesent, protective action of 
the tape. The manufacturer recommends just wrapping the ends, please clarify this requirement?  

Response: The specification will be revised to indicate to “Secure the arc-proofing tape 
with adhesive glass cloth tape per manufacturer’s instructions.  An addendum 
is forthcoming.  

4. Spec 260543 1.5 requires duct-bank coordination drawings consisting of duct profiles, 
coordination with other utilities and signed by a professional engineer. Contract drawings 
CV06.1-CV07.2 (sheets 19 to 21) already provides these requirements. The contract drawings 
also require field verification through test pitting. Please clarify these requirements? 

Response:   Note that the depths of the existing utilities are not precisely known.  The 
depths shown for some of the utilities are typical depths.  Per notes on the Civil 
drawings, contractor shall dig test pits to find the actual depth of the utilities.  
If these differ significantly from what is shown on the drawings, contractor 
shall notify the engineer, and provide drawings for approval, showing the new 
profile.  The requirement for these drawings to be signed and sealed by a 
professional engineer, will be deleted.  An addendum is forthcoming 

5. Drawing sheet 15, drawing note 1, requires the existing trash compactor to be temporarily 
relocated. Is this the contractor's responsibility? If so provide the temporary location shown on a 
drawing 

Response: The drawing will be revised to indicate “Existing trash compactor to be 
relocated by others.”  An addendum is forthcoming.  


